A lasting impact

Developing a system that helps people help themselves in the Republic of Chad

Did you
know?

World Mission Sunday

On Sunday, Oct. 20, the DWC community joined Catholics everywhere in commemorating World
Mission Sunday. Each year on this day, we renew our commitment to missionary activity and
invite the public to the college’s largest annual event — a multicultural liturgy and Taste of DWC.
We were pleased to welcome Fr. Quang Duc Dinh, SVD, Provincial for the Society of the Divine
Word’s Chicago Province, who served as presider. Pope Francis designated October 2019 as
Extraordinary Mission Month, giving this year’s celebration an even deeper meaning. Students
and staff shared their favorite cultural dishes with all who attended, filling the gym with rich
aromas and a very satisfied crowd.

Fr. Huy was
inspired to work
in Africa after
studying at DWC
with students
who were part of
a group known as
the Lost Boys of
Sudan.
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When Fr. Huy Tran, SVD, arrived in the Republic of Chad
for his overseas training as a seminarian, he wanted to help
build a ministry that would serve the community long after
his time in the village.
Divine Word Missionaries had just arrived in the country and
were working to establish methods for their ministry there.
The 2009 DWC grad was eager to make a difference.
If you teach a man to type
He started in 2015 by establishing and
teaching the first computer class available in
the region at any educational level. Four
students signed up for the first class and eight
enrolled in the second. As interest in the class
grew, so did the number of people who
learned Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint.

reality about the area. The people in the village were happy
to accept help from missionaries but they viewed it as a gift.
When Divine Word Missionaries drilled a well to provide
clean drinking water, the people were grateful. However,
when the hand pump on it broke, they asked the missionaries
to fix it rather than looking for a solution.
“If you give them the well 100 percent, they don’t appreciate
it even though they need funding and they need water,”
Fr. Huy said. “Because it’s falling down from
the sky. They think it’s not theirs, it belongs to
the priest.”

Go to

That’s when he says the missionary group
www.dwci.edu/FrHuyVideo decided to take a different approach. They
continued to supervise projects like the drilling
to hear about
of wells and construction of new schools but
Fr. Huy’s
first they required local participation. The
experience
villagers needed to come up with 10 to 15
in Chad.
By 2017, Fr. Huy returned to the United
percent of a project’s total cost and form a
States to complete preparation for ordination.
maintenance committee before the missionaries
In his absence, the computer program continued with his
would start any work. The money often came from collection
earliest pupils taking over as teachers and educating new
at Sunday services and could take quite a while to collect but
groups of young people about the technology. When he
by asking them to invest, Fr. Huy says it ensured that the
returned as an ordained priest, Fr. Huy says he was pleased
people of the community would take ownership in the
to see his concept for a sustainable computer class was
projects.
working. Since then, Fr. Huy has been managing the area’s
Catholic Elementary school, serving as one of two parish
“Sometimes it breaks my heart, asking poor people to chip in
priests to 48 mission stations and pitching in anywhere else
but you have to take that route, there’s no other way around
he’s needed.
it,” he said. Since implementing the new model with local
participation, Fr. Huy said the tribes in the villages are
Responsibility and sustainability
stepping up and taking responsibility for the projects, schools
After his ordination, Fr. Huy says he quickly noticed a harsh
and churches in their communities.

Support from DWC Friends enhances educations
“We have met some smart, hard-working and holy men and
Teachers come in many forms. At Divine Word College,
women from a variety of countries and the United States
we are blessed to have a faculty made up of talented,
over the span of 23 years,” Paula said. “They have been
highly-educated instructors who dedicate themselves to the
grateful for the opportunity to converse with us, spend time
academic and spiritual education of our students. We are
with us and come to know us. We also are thankful for our
equally blessed to have DWC Friends who volunteer their
relationship with them.”
time, talents and treasure to reinforce
lessons and aid those educations.
For more information:
Community tutors also work to reinforce
FAN Club
classroom lessons at DWC. Anyone who
The FAN Club, short for “Friends Across
Donna Puccio, Secretary
speaks English and is willing to meet
Nations,” matches DWC’s international
to the President
regularly with students qualifies to join.
students with area families. Students learn
dpuccio@dwci.edu
about life in the United States and
563-876-3353 ext. 244
Each week, a tutor meets with a student for
participating families have an opportunity
one hour and practices conversational
to learn about other cultures. Students and
Community Tutoring
English. It’s a chance for students in the
their FAN Club families meet up during
Dr. Seo Hyun Park
Intensive English Language Institute
college events and on their own, just to
Director
of
the
Intensive
(IELI) to talk with a native speaker and
enjoy and learn from one another.
learn culture outside of the classroom.
English Language Institute
Terry and Paula Friedman got involved
spark@dwci.edu
Community
when the club was first
volunteers,
formed and over the years,
along with
they’ve taken DWC
prayers and gifts
students to visit the House
from supporters
on the Rock in Spring
around the world,
Green, Wis., a
help ensure that
Milwaukee Bucks
DWC students
basketball game and
receive the
various Dubuque
well-rounded
restaurants. They’ve also
education they
attended a number of
will need to pursue
school events, like musical
FAN Club participants Terry and
Area residents help ESL students learn the language
lives of missionary
performances and
Paula Friedman with Fr. Bau
from native English speakers.
service.
Mission Sunday.
Nguyen, SVD, at his first mass.
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